To attach the table ganging bracket; locate the brackets to align the bracket so that it fits around the side rail and the slot is aligned with the mounting insert. Assemble to the chair using (1) 1/4-20 X 5/8” button head cap screw for each bracket and 5/32” driver. Ensure that the underside of the screw head is flush and tight to the mating face of the side rail.
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To attach a ganging table, locate the assembled table so that it is supported by the ganging brackets and the slots are aligned with the mounting inserts in the worksurface. If installing a ganging center table, both ends will be supported on chair ganging brackets. Assemble using (1) 1/4-20 X 5/8” button head cap screw for each bracket and 5/32” driver. Ensure that the underside of the screw head is flush and tight to the mating face of the ganging bracket.
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